
HUBBELL INTRODUCES iDEVICES
• WiFi & Bluetooth compatible product line - no hub necessary

• Free iDevices Connected app available on iOS and Android devices

• Smooth in-app setup & patented pull out tab for easy HomeKit pairing

• Over-the-air updates ensure products are always current



Wi-Fi® Enabled Dimmer Switch
•The iDevices® Dimmer Switch allows you to control and dim lighting          
  anywhere in your home with your iOS or Android™ device and the   
  free iDevices Connected app. 
•Customize dimming range to prevent low-level bulb flicker and make  
  subtle brightness adjustments with the power of your voice through  
  Siri®, Alexa or the Google Assistant. 
•With intelligent features like brightness memory and a sleek, 
  integrated design, the iDevices Dimmer Switch will transform any   
  house into a smart home.



Wi-Fi® Enabled Dual Control Wall Outlet
•Take your smart home to the next level with the iDevices Wall Outlet -  
  the only Wi-Fi® enabled in-wall outlet featuring HomeKit™, Alexa and  
  the Google Assistant compatibility. 
•With intelligent features such as individual outlet control and energy  
  monitoring, iDevices Wall Outlet provides powerful functionality any 
  where in your home without the need for a central hub or gateway. 
•Conveniently control and schedule the iDevices Wall Outlet from
  anywhere using the power of your voice through Siri®, Alexa and the   
  Google Assistant. 



Wi-Fi® Enabled Wall Switch
•This Wi-Fi®-enabled smart switch allows for single pole setup, or use    
  multiple Wall Switches for 3- and 4- way functionality, providing 
  unparalleled flexibility anywhere in your home. 
•Conveniently schedule and operate lighting, ceiling fans and more with  
  remote access and voice control through Siri®, Alexa and the Google    
  Assistant.



Wi-Fi® Connected Thermostat
•Use dynamic scheduling to save money on energy costs and improve  
  your home’s efficiency. 
•The iDevices Thermostat is compatible with most heating and cooling  
  systems and is designed to fit the aesthetics of any home with its  
  standard size, shape and modern look.



Thermostat Wire Adapter
•The Thermostat Wire Adapter adds the function of a Common wire to  
  your existing system with minimal effort and can get you up and   
  running with the iDevices Thermostat in no time! 
•The Thermostat Wire Adapter can also be used to add another wire if  
  additional wiring cannot be run.
•The iDevices Wire Adapter will work with most 24VAC HVAC systems  
  with at least three physical wires running to the thermostat. 



Instant Switch
•Pair the Instant Switch with a compatible iDevices® product to create a    
  wireless wall switch virtually anywhere in your home. 
•Without the need to run wires, Instant Switch adds flexibility to your  
  entire living space. 
•The Instant Switch also features dimming capabilities when paired  
  with the iDevices Socket or Dimmer Switch, giving you the freedom to  
  create the perfect ambiance.


